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ABSTRACT

Despite an emerging interest in the application of dynamic computer music systems to computer games, currently there are no commonly accepted approaches to empirically evaluating game music systems. In this paper we pose four questions that researchers could assess in order to evaluate different aspects of a game music system. They focus on the music’s effect on the game playing experience (whether the music leads to a more enjoyable experience, and whether it affects the player in the intended way during the game), and how the music itself is perceived (whether it reaches a certain aesthetic standard, and whether it accurately conveys the intended narrative). We examine each of these questions in turn, for each one establishing a theoretical background as well as reviewing and comparing relevant research methodologies in order to show how it could be addressed in practice.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Sound and Music Computing—Methodologies and techniques; K.8.0 [Personal Computing]: General—Games

General Terms
Experimentation, Theory, Verification

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a growing interest in the use of dynamic computer music systems to produce background music for computer games. For example, researchers have proposed and developed systems that, in response to game events, algorithmically generate music in real time [7, 36, 13, 5, 34], or intelligently crossfade different prerecorded pieces of music [25]. However, only a few (e.g., [36]) have included an empirical evaluation component. As Nierhaus [29] points out, there is a tendency among algorithmic music researchers to focus purely on the architecture of their systems, with the actual musical output serving mainly as a confirmation of system functionality. Pearce et al [32] further argue that the lack of empirical evaluation in the development of algorithmic music systems has “compromised the practical or theoretical value” (p. 120) of the research. This tendency is largely paralleled in game music research, and has arguably led to a situation in which there are several interesting and potentially relatable dynamic game music systems, but no obvious ways to compare them, or even to consider them under a unifying set of principles.

The absence of a standard methodology for evaluating game music systems could be due to multiple factors. First, there are many different genres of games, and even significant variation within genres, as well as different styles of game playing. This means that overall there is relatively little generalizability across game experiences. Additionally, game playing involves complex multi-modal interaction which, despite receiving a surge of academic interest over the past decade or so, is still not particularly well understood. Indeed, barring commercial performance after a game’s release, it is not obvious what specifically it means for a game to be successful, let alone how to empirically measure success.

Nonetheless, game researchers have proposed several useful methodological approaches for empirically evaluating different aspects of games and game playing experiences. These approaches loosely fall into one of two categories: Some aim to directly or indirectly examine player enjoyment, typically through the use of subjective questionnaires or structured interviews. Others focus on measuring players’ psychophysiology as an indication of their emotional response during gameplay, under the assumption that what is being evaluated (in our case, the music) should affect it in a certain intended way. Both of these approaches are distinctly player-oriented in the sense that they focus on the effect of the music on the player’s experience, rather than how the mu-
usic itself is perceived. In general, however, the first is more subjective and aesthetically motivated, whereas the latter is more objective and functionally motivated.

A similar distinction can be drawn in evaluation methodologies for music systems outside the domain of games. A key difference between these music-oriented approaches and player-oriented ones is that music-oriented approaches involve participants critically rating different aspects of the music itself, rather than the experience of playing the game and how the music contributed to it. From the subjective and more aesthetically-motivated perspective, one can evaluate whether the music reaches a certain aesthetic standard or, in a similar vein, is stylistically plausible. From the more objective and functionally-motivated perspective, one can evaluate whether the music accurately conveys the intended narrative.

In light of our distinction between player- and music-oriented approaches, and further, between aesthetic and functional ones, we pose four questions for the empirical evaluation of game music systems:

1. Does the music lead to a more enjoyable game playing experience?
2. Does the music affect the player in the intended way during game play?
3. Does the music sound aesthetically reasonable or stylistically plausible?
4. Does the music convey the intended narrative?

In this paper, we will discuss each of these questions in turn (Sections 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, and 3.2, respectively), for each one providing a theoretical foundation and reviewing related research. We will also describe what success might mean in each case, as well as possible limitations.

It is worth noting that other evaluation questions may also be relevant. These include technical considerations such as a system's processing and memory requirements, usability considerations such as how easy it is for a game designer to interface with, and possibly others. However, we consider these beyond the scope of this paper, in which we are concerned more with game music itself and its effects on player experience.

2. PLAYER-ORIENTED APPROACHES

Player-oriented approaches to game evaluation aim to capture aspects of a player's experience with a game. In the domain of game music, these approaches could have relatively high ecological validity since they inherently involve actual game playing rather than just listening to the music. In practice, however, it would be impossible to separate aspects of a music system itself from the way in which the game was configured to control it, which could easily lead to confounding.

For example, in the classic 1985 Nintendo game Super Mario Bros., when the player begins to run out of time to complete the current level, the tempo of the background music increases by a certain amount, emphasizing the sense of urgency. Presumably, the game’s internal logic is responsible for specifying to the music system when and by how much to modulate its tempo, while the music system is responsible for handling the command in a musically satisfactory way. Consider, then, a study participant rating the music negatively during the tempo change—this could equally be the result of poor handling of the tempo change command (for example, changing the tempo in the middle of a phrase), or the choice of an unfitting tempo. Thus, the underlying music system and the way the game was configured to control it would confound each other. Because of cases like this, when using a player-oriented approach it is important to be specific about which side of the system is being tested, and take steps to control the other as best as possible.

2.1 Subjective measures of player enjoyment

The first evaluation question we pose is “Does the music lead to a more enjoyable game playing experience?” Player enjoyment is arguably the single most important consideration in game design, so if the music could somehow increase it, that would certainly be a good indication of success. Simply asking participants how much they enjoyed a particular game condition, or which one they preferred, is certainly not out of the question, and has been done in [17] and [43], for example. However, it is not obvious how to codify enjoyment of a game playing experience in such a way that is clear to participants yet also conducive to rigorous analysis. Additionally, differences between experimental conditions may be subtle enough that a player could not consciously distinguish between them, or may have difficulty discerning a preference. Thus, many researchers have chosen to evaluate enjoyment indirectly—that is, to evaluate other aspects of the game playing experience which are more easily or clearly measured, under the assumption that they are indicative of enjoyment.

Perhaps the most common game enjoyment metrics are related to the concept of flow, first described by psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi [8]. According to Csikszentmihalyi, flow is an optimal psychological state of strong enjoyment characterized by deep concentration and a loss of awareness of oneself and time. He notes that flow tends to occur during the performance of a task when a set of specific conditions are met, including, for example, that the task’s difficulty matches the person’s skill level, and that the task has clear goals and provides immediate feedback. Flow has been empirically evaluated and measured in a variety of ways—an overview is provided in [24].

Sweetser and Wyeth [39] proposed one of the earliest formal strategies for evaluating game player enjoyment, named GameFlow and based entirely on flow. They brought Csikszentmihalyi's conditions for the occurrence of flow into the domain of game design, and later, in [38], described an extensive set of 165 detailed heuristics that show exactly how a game could support each condition. They argue that a game that can meet the flow conditions will in general be more likely to induce flow, and therefore more enjoyable to play, than one that does not. However, GameFlow does not encompass an actual method for assessing the occurrence of flow in game players.

The Game Experience Questionnaire, developed by IJsselstein et al and first suggested in [15], aims to actually measure flow as well as a number of related (but not mutually exclusive) emotional metrics, including immersion, positive and negative affect, tension, and challenge. For each of the metrics, the questionnaire poses several statements about a game play experience (e.g., for flow, “I was fully occupied with the game”), with possible responses presented in the

1At present the questionnaire remains unpublished, although it has been used in a number of studies and can be obtained by contacting the Game Experience Lab at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
format of a five-point Likert-type item. It has since been used in several studies (e.g., [11, 26, 27, 28]) to assess the effects of different game conditions on flow and the other metrics.

Brockmyer et al [4] take a similar approach with their Game Engagement Questionnaire, in which they examine flow, immersion, and presence through several Likert-type items. The questionnaire was designed specifically to assess people’s engagement with violent computer games, although the end result is similar in both content and format to the Game Experience Questionnaire. A comparison of the two questionnaires is presented in [30]. We note that presence—that is, the feeling of being in the fictional game world—may be a useful metric in its own right for game music, especially where the goal of the music system is to provide ambience.

An overview of presence as related to other concepts (involvement and immersion), as well as a questionnaire that aims to measure presence in virtual reality environments, is presented in [45].

The applicability of relatively general, experience-based questionnaires (like the Game Experience and Game Engagement questionnaires) to game music evaluation largely hinges on whether multiple musical conditions are feasible and relevant. This is because without multiple conditions there would be no way to discern with certainty whether the music had any effect on the experience, and thus little could be inferred from the results. For example, if a game experience was rated negatively in some way, it could be impossible to tell whether this was due to the music or to some other aspect of the game, such as poor graphics or slow responsiveness.

Instead of testing the effects of different conditions on a player’s overall experience, an alternative approach is to place a greater emphasis on the player’s subjective opinion of the experience, and how the material being evaluated contributed to it. Paterson et al [31] take this approach in their evaluation of the sound design in a game. They designed a questionnaire that included both open-ended, free-response questions, and more specific Likert scales. The open-ended questions (e.g., “Which part of the game was immersive and why?”) purposely did not mention sound so as to not lead the participants to discuss sound if it was not an important factor for them. The Likert scales were more obviously targeted at specific aspects of the sound design (e.g., “The sound made the game feel scary”). This combination was arguably effective because it allowed the participants sufficient freedom to articulate their own opinions about the sound design, while still evaluating more closely the specific items of interest to the researchers. Although their approach could imply a number of relatively bold assumptions—most notably that the participants would actually be able to accurately reflect on their experience—these may not be without some merit, especially if the participants have previous experience playing games. In that case, they may be used to forming preferences about different aspects of games, simply through exposure to different ones. Not surprisingly, research involving game playing typically reports the experience levels of the participants in terms of how often or how long they have been playing games.

This leads to what is perhaps the main limitation of subjective approaches to evaluating player enjoyment, which is that the psychological processes that contribute to enjoyment may operate largely in the subconscious. For example, as previously mentioned, the state of flow is characterized by, among other things, a loss of awareness of oneself [8]. Thus, asking participants to consciously reflect on their experience, possibly of a state of flow, may not yield wholly accurate results. Also, in the case of game music, questionnaires are not conducive to rigorous analyses of small-scale, timed events such as musical transitions or the occurrence of specific chords, for example. This could be a serious limitation since music is by nature a temporal phenomenon, and not only are game music systems inherently dynamic (at least to some extent), but recent game music research has also typically focussed on its dynamic behaviour in particular. Nonetheless, questionnaires, and subjective measures in general, can still offer an important and valid perspective on a player’s overall experience.

### 2.2 Player psychophysiology

The second evaluation question we pose is “Does the music affect the player in the intended way during game play?” In this section, we are concerned with measurable effects that are more objective and specific than overall player enjoyment, although by no means mutually exclusive. For a variety of reasons which we will outline below, we focus primarily on psychophysiological methods, which have been increasingly used in game research over the past decade (an overview is presented in [16]). These methods involve the study of psychological phenomena through the analysis of physiological signals. For example, skin conductance is closely associated with emotional arousal [18, 9], so recordings of players’ skin conductance could provide a good, objective estimate of their arousal over time. Common psychophysiological measures in game research include skin conductance, heart rate variability, facial muscle tension, and some others. A comprehensive review of the history and practical use of these and other psychophysiological measures in empirical research is provided in [6].

Kivikangas et al [16] note three main advantages of the psychophysiological approach in the context of game research: First, since the collected data is based on mostly involuntary responses, it is more objective, and not affected by participant bias, limitations of the participant’s memory, or limitations of the participant’s ability to consciously reflect on potentially subconscious feelings. The latter is of particular importance here since presently it is not actually clear at what level of consciousness game music operates. Second, data can be recorded in real time, without disturbing the player and potentially disrupting a crucial mental state. Finally, psychophysiological measurements are usually sensitive enough to reveal even very subtle responses. We note another important advantage of the psychophysiological approach: it allows responses to be analyzed over time, in relation to specific game events or continuous parameters (including musical ones).

In one of the earliest psychophysiological game studies, Mandryk et al [21] examined correlations between different measurements of game players’ psychophysiology and their subjective responses about a game. They carried out two experiments in which participants played a game under different conditions while their physiology was measured (skin conductance, heart rate, respiration amplitude and rate, and facial muscle tension), and then completed a questionnaire that evaluated different aspects of their experience (fun, boredom, challenge, ease, engagement, excitement, and frus-
Effects reflect the game designers' emotional intention. For example, average skin conductance level was positively correlated with self-reported “fun”. This finding was later supported by Tognetti et al [41], who conducted a similar study in which they modeled player preference for different game conditions based on psychophysiological data.

It is perhaps unsurprising that averaged psychophysiological responses could be positively correlated with player enjoyment and preference. A stronger overall psychophysiological response would in general be an indicator of a stronger emotional response, which ostensibly would mean a more enjoyable experience. However, Nacke et al [28] examined the effects of sound (on or off) and music (on or off) in a first-person shooter game on players’ psychophysiology and subjective responses, and found no significant correlations with averaged psychophysiological measures, despite finding significant correlations with subjective responses to the Game Experience Questionnaire [15], described above. This suggests that averaging psychophysiological data may be an imperfect or insufficient approach. For example, if a game started with a relatively low level of intensity and then gradually increased in intensity until the end, one might expect the average emotional arousal of the player to be roughly the same as if the intensity was maintained at a more or less moderate level throughout the game. However, the player’s experience would likely be quite different, which would probably lead to a clear preference for one version or the other.

The main alternative to the averaged approach is to examine changes in player psychophysiology over time—for example, in relation to specific game events or continuous parameters. Taking the former approach, Ravaja et al [35] used psychophysiological data to analyze the effects of positive (e.g., scoring points) and negative (e.g., losing the game) game events on the player’s emotional response. A similar approach could be taken to examine the effects of specific musical events, or of the music in general at designated points in a game narrative—in particular, to see if these effects reflect the game designers’ emotional intention.

The notion of an intended emotional effect is central to Mirza-babaei et al’s [23] idea of Biometric Storyboards. A Biometric Storyboard is essentially a set of graphs of psychophysiological data—one of which is manually drawn by a game designer (the intended emotional response), and others that are recorded from one or more players (the actual emotional responses)—over time during game play. The game designer can then review the graphs in order to see any major discrepancies between the intended and actual emotional responses, and tweak the game design accordingly, if desired. The authors showed that using Biometric Storyboards during game development can ultimately lead to game designs that players rate more favourably compared to ones that do not involve user testing.

The occurrence of statistically significant correlations between player psychophysiology and continuous game variables could provide a useful evaluation metric, although to our knowledge this approach has not been explored thus far. It would be relevant particularly in cases where the music is driven by one or more game parameters. For example, in our previous work [34], we describe a game in which the music responds to the narrative by becoming more or less intense and dissonant depending on how close the player is to the enemies, with the ultimate goal being to make the experience more emotionally intense. In this case, the music system could be evaluated in light of this goal by testing for a correlation between player psychophysiology and the intended level of intensity, or by comparing the player’s psychophysiology at specific points during the game to a condition with no music.

The use of a psychophysiological method for game music evaluation would generally be underpinned by an assumption that the music should affect the player in a particular way. Success would therefore be measured in terms of how strongly or accurately the music does so. It certainly seems reasonable that a game developer would want to make use of a music system that has been shown to affect player psychophysiology in some controllable way. Perhaps the main limitation of approach, however, is that psychophysiological measures can only provide insight into certain known psychological aspects of an experience—they cannot be assumed to represent the overall quality of the experience. However, for these known psychological correlates (e.g., skin conductance’s association with emotional arousal; see respective chapters in [6] for other such associations), psychophysiological measures do offer the potential to objectively and continuously examine how music affects the player.

3. MUSIC-ORIENTED APPROACHES

Music-oriented approaches to game music evaluation aim to examine a system’s musical capabilities, either on its own or as part of a game. Compared to player-oriented approaches, these have the advantage of not needing the music system to be implemented in an actual game (although this may lead to a reduction of ecological validity). This means that music-oriented approaches may be useful even in early stages of system development, when player-oriented approaches are probably not feasible.

3.1 Aesthetics and style conformity

The third evaluation question we pose is “Does the music sound aesthetically reasonable or stylistically plausible?” Arguably the most basic requirement of a game music system is that it reaches a certain aesthetic standard. Indeed, probably one of the first questions that would come to someone’s mind in response to hearing about a particular system is “Does it sound good?” This is particularly relevant in the case of systems that feature algorithmic music—music that is generated automatically by algorithms—where “reasonable” aesthetics are generally not taken for granted, at least not to the extent that they could be with a moderately experienced composer. However, even in systems that use human-composed music (e.g., [25]) there is the question of how to effectively transition between different pieces in response to game events, since naively crossingfading is prone to harmonic and rhythmic clashing [2]. In this section we review methods that could be used to evaluate aesthetic aspects of game music. We begin by focusing on the evaluation of algorithmic music, since many game music systems that have been proposed thus far use algorithmic music. Furthermore, aesthetic evaluation methods for algorithmic music could, for the most part, be applied to game music as well.

The most common metrics for evaluating the aesthetics of algorithmic music are variations of the Turing Test, first proposed by Alan Turing in 1950 [42]. In the original Turing Test, an “interrogator” uses a text-based interface to inter-
act with two agents, one human and the other a computer program. If the interrogator cannot tell which agent is the human and which is the program, then the program can be said to “think”, in Turing’s view. In the domain of music, Pearce and Wiggins [33] propose a framework for evaluating algorithmic music systems that uses a variation of the Turing Test. The framework consists of four steps: (1) identify the goals of the system (e.g., to stylistically emulate a particular composer), (2) train the parameters of the system from a relevant corpus, (3) generate music from these parameters, and (4) use the Turing Test variation to compare the generated music against the training music. In their variation, the interrogator listens passively to human- and algorithmically-composed pieces of music (rather than interacting with an agent, as in the original test)—if the interrogator cannot distinguish which is the source music and which is the computer-generated music, then the music system passes the test.2

The use of Turing Test variations to evaluate algorithmic music systems has been criticized [1], and their applicability to game music is ostensibly dubious. That is, in general, there is no innate need for an algorithmic game music system to be indistinguishable from human-composed music. However, some element of style conformity may actually be a goal of the system, as it is in [5], for example, where a system is described that is intended to generate music in the style of the Romantic era. In cases like this, a Turing Test variation may very well be applicable, not only to test that the system fulfills the stylistic goal, but also because style conformity would by nature imply that the generated music more or less matches the aesthetic quality of the target music. Indeed, where style conformity excels as an evaluation metric is in its relatively strong objectivity in this regard. Specifically, listeners are not asked for their preference or to think about how “good” the music sounds—instead, aesthetic concerns are, for the most part, reduced to a question of discrimination.

Although style conformity has been the most common evaluation metric used for algorithmic music systems, more broadly, the majority of empirical research into musical aesthetics (see [12] for an overview) has focussed on what leads people to like or otherwise prefer music. As we will soon argue, this need not be a direct concern in game music evaluation, at least in most cases. However, liking and preference could certainly constitute a major design goal of a game music system, in which case (and as with style conformity) there is an implicit assumption that if participants respond favourably (i.e., if they like the music), then the music system has probably reached a sufficient aesthetic standard. Therefore, this could ultimately be an attractive evaluation metric, at least in cases where strong aesthetics are a design goal. Perhaps the two most relevant response formats for recording aesthetic responses are continuous response interfaces (e.g., [20]), in which participants continuously move a slider or dial in real time to indicate their response, and questionnaires. Although a comparison of these two formats is well beyond the scope of this paper, both certainly have their merit.

As we have already suggested, perhaps the most basic requirement of any music system is that it meets a certain aesthetic standard. However, in cases where strong aesthetics are not a driving design goal, it may not make sense to simply ask participants how much they “liked” (or similar) the system’s output, as this may lead to a false negative result. Ultimately, at present it is not actually clear whether a game player needs to like or even notice the music at all in order for it to be successful. Of course, we do not suggest not addressing the aesthetic quality of game music—we merely note that there are probably other concerns, such as how well the music conveys the narrative (as described in the following section), and that the aesthetic quality may only need to reach a certain standard in order for the music to be successful overall. A better metric, therefore, may be to instead ask participants if they find that the music sounds “normal”, “coherent”, or similar, via a carefully designed questionnaire or interview, in such a way that personal preference is minimized.

Evaluating the aesthetics of a game music system is important because, in many ways, the aesthetics could be the weakest link. To state the obvious, if the music was highly unpleasant, it would probably be distracting and therefore lead to a less enjoyable game playing experience. On the other hand, if it sounded pleasant or at least reasonable, then the music would probably be able to function more or less as intended, although it would not necessarily directly lead to a better game. This highlights what is perhaps the main limitation of aesthetic approaches to game music evaluation, which is that they paint a relatively incomplete picture of a system’s functionality and intent.

### 3.2 Conveyance of narrative

The fourth and final evaluation question we pose is “Does the music convey the intended narrative?” As with the question of whether a music system’s output affects the game player (see Section 2.2), this question focusses on whether a particular musical function is fulfilled. Specifically, if the music can convey what it is meant to, then it can be considered successful in this regard. Of course, there are many ways to define and think about narrative, but in games there is a tendency for the music to reflect the emotional narrative—that is, the changing emotions that coincide with events and changes in game state. For this reason, in this section we focus primarily (but not exclusively) on narrative as a function of emotion. However, the ideas presented here could probably also be applied, to some extent, to research guided by other interpretations of narrative.

There is a large body of research concerned with the relationship between music and emotions. Much of this research has involved participants listening to different pieces of music and rating the emotions they perceive in the music according to a certain model of emotion (see [10] for a comparison of the two main models). Here, we are particularly concerned with the question of whether the emotion that people “hear” in the music (the perceived emotion) is actually the same emotion the music was meant to convey (the intended emotion). Livingstone et al [19] took this approach in their evaluation of a computational rule system that aims to modify a piece of music in order to express a given emotion, regardless of any emotions present in the original, unmodified piece. They conducted two experiments in which they played emotionally modified pieces of music, and asked participants to identify the emotion they perceived in each one. This allowed the authors to calculate the percentage of cases in which the emotion they intended was “correctly” identi-

---

1 Pearce and Wiggins clarify that this does not mean that the music system has achieved intelligence.
A final approach we will mention that again focuses on narrative in general comes from previous film music studies, in which researchers tested the effects of different musical conditions on viewers’ interpretation of ambiguous film scenes [22, 40, 14, 3]. For example, Bravo [3] created two chord progressions that were meant to be similar except in their amount of harmonic dissonance; he then played them in separate conditions alongside the same film clip (an ambiguous scene with a single character), and asked participants to respond to a series of questions about the film. He found that the music affected many of the responses, including their interpretation of the character’s emotion, the mood of the scene, and even the genre of the film. A similar approach could be used in order to determine whether different configurations of a music system affect participants’ interpretation of a film or game scene in the intended way.

The main advantage of evaluating a music system’s ability to convey an intended narrative—emotional or otherwise—is that, if successful, it would demonstrate an element of narrative control, which would certainly be an attractive game design feature. As with player psychophysiology, it makes sense that a game designer would want to be able to control this to some extent. Unlike with player psychophysiology, however, these approaches are relatively subjective and prone to personal bias, particularly when the focus is on emotion.

4. CONCLUSION

Evaluation is an important step in the development of game music systems, but for the most part it has thus far been overlooked. Of course, since game music systems are developed with different design goals and for different purposes, a single, all-encompassing evaluation methodology is probably unrealistic. We have therefore presented four broad methodological approaches for the evaluation of different aspects of a game music system, which arise from two different binary distinctions. We first distinguish player-oriented approaches, which focus on player experience and how the music contributes to it, from music-oriented approaches, which focus on aspects of the music itself. For each of these, we further distinguish between perspectives that are more subjective and aesthetically motivated, and ones that are more objective and functionally motivated. In the former we are concerned with the overall aesthetic quality of the game or music, whereas in the latter we are concerned with whether the music can successfully do what it is intended to do.

The approaches we have presented cover a broad spectrum of evaluation points, although others may certainly be relevant, as we have already suggested. In practice, of course, a well-designed study could probably draw from multiple approaches—for example, it could comprise both psychophysiological measurements during game play, and subjective questionnaires afterwards. In any case, however, we emphasize that evaluation can only increase the value of game music research, as well as provide clear paths to improvement in future research, not only for the music system in question but also for game music as a whole. Indeed, as more is revealed about what does and does not work in game music, different approaches can build on each other, and real progress can be made.
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